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BSN 1999 
Raymond G. Murphy VA Medical Center 
 
Carrie is patient and strives to develop students’ critical thinking skills.  She gives them the 
tools and evidence based resources to work through problems. She often recommends texts 
for students to use for either their boards or in their own actual practice.  Carrie approaches 
precepting as an honor which makes her a leader. 
 
Carrie is a big proponent of the DNP and works to promote the value of nursing education 
and evidence based practice in general. She builds confidence in her students to encourage 
them to go farther in their nursing career. She speaks open and honestly of her own 
educational journey and of the benefits of continuing her educational quest. Carrie believes 
that continuing their education will allow students to become a resource to the most 
vulnerable patients in their community.  
 
Carrie is a leader by the examples she sets. She heads committees and runs meetings purely 
because she knows it needs to be done. She does so with a smile and without complaint.   
 
Carrie truly believes in the work and the value of helping vets struggling with mental illness.  
She has worked hard to unify and give a voice to the NPs and PAs in the behavioral health 
department of the VA.  
Veterans are hesitant to get their care from a NP.  Carrie turns them into a believers. On a 
daily basis, she demonstrates what it means to collaborate with the patients and meet them 
where they are. She is not afraid to ask, refer to or involve the other professionals that are 
on-staff at the VA.  
 
In her practice she has shown students what it means to be truly patient centered. She 
sacrifices of her own time to help everyone around her.  Carrie accomplishes all of this while 
still providing evidence based and truly competent care. 
 


